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Influenza. She also stated that she care of themselves properly If they employers all have been eager to down health of the men. A good foot Lieutenant Duncan Caught by 8wlta French cruiser Du Petit Thouars were
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was operated upon on account of get the disease. There are enough cooperate with the community labor ball team in training never averaged
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........ Sterling
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........ Sterling
Sidney Judd.......................
workers of Delaware are loyal to or not he wants to take the treatment.
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Gus Powell.......................
their country in its hour of need.
He gets it—which is important, say
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gagement Immediately after, decided
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pie In Europe^
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milk all
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his appendix removed may have his £ use clippers.
Short at the ¥
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tolaSF*’
¥ to Wheeler’s place, very carefully ex
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¥
*
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He is stone deaf and never ¥ tracted the fish hones.
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